In this paper, we attempt to correlate the observed electronic spectrum of crystalline naphthalene with the observed spectrum of the free molecule. The normal Frenkel exciton theory is extended to include ion-pair states and the effect of these on the spectrum is taken into account. It is found that the observed spectrum can be accounted for in the present analysis, if the ion-pair state is energetically close to the first excited singlet state of naphthalene.
I. INTRODUCTION
O NE of the objectives of ths study of the spectra of molecular crystals is to provide a correlation between the stationary states of the free molecule and those of the crystal. With this objective in mind, the study of the naphthalene crystal becomes of particular interest. For, it is observed that the lowest electronic transition (a) in the naphthalene crystal shows a Davydov splitting of about 150 cml in the 0-0 vibrational component,1 while the parent free molecule transition is so weak that the observed splitting cannot be accounted for in terms of transition dipole interactions. 2 This failure of the usual formulation of exciton theory led Craig and co-workers to consider higher transition multipole interactions as the source of the splitting.2 Indeed, the transition octopole moments required to fit the observed spectrum are not large, and it is conceivable that they are good approximations to the true moments. On the other hand, the octopole moments estimated using either HUckel or Pariser wavefunctions 3 vanish in the approximation of zero differential overlap.4 Wheland orbitals (including nearest-neighbor overlap) lead to transition octopole moments in fair agreement with those suggested by Craig. However, it must be remembered that the use of Wheland orbitals leads to a transition dipole moment t U.S. PHS Predoctoral Fellow. 1 D. P. Craig, L. E. Lyons, and J. R. Walsh, Mol. Phys. 4, 97 (1961) .
2 D. P. Craig and S. H. Walmsley, Mol. Phys. 4,113 (1961) .
3 R. Pariser, J. Chern. Phys. 24, 250 (1956) . 4 This is a consequence of the pairing of molecular orbitals in these approximate theories and would be true for any molecular wavefunction preserving the pairing of orbitals in the a band. See Appendix I. a factor of 10-15 larger than is observed,s and therefore the estimated octopole moment may be seriously in error. In view of this uncertainty in the magnitude of the transition moments, in this paper we present an alternative explanation of the observed splitting. The interpretation we suggest differs not in quantitative detail, but rather by making a qualitative modification of the explanation of the origin of the Davydov splitting for the case of very weak transitions.
In recent papers6 we have discussed the role of ion-pair exciton states in the spectrum of molecular crystals, and have shown that mixing of these states into neutral exciton states by the crystal field may influence the Davydov splitting of the neutral states. In this paper we apply that analysis to the study of the states of the naphthalene crystal. It is shown that the magnitude of the splitting and the polarization ratios can be accounted for if we conjecture that the ion-pair states lie very close to the a state in energy.
Calculations are also presented for the p and {3 bands of naphthalene, but since the parent free molecule transitions are relatively strong, these cases are not of as much interest as is the study of the a band.
II. GENERAL REMARKS
Although the theory of molecular excitons has been reviewed in several recent articles,1 we find it convenient to display in this section the fundamental formulas required for our analysis.
In general, the excited states of a molecular crystal may be represented in terms of the excitation waves N E(K, ~) = (N)-tl: exp(iK·Rm) I m+t~, m-t~),
m=1
( 1)
where the state vector I m+t~, m-t~) represents a hole and an electron in the crystal separated by the vector distance!} and having no relative motion. This excitation (electron-hole pair) moves in the crystal with momentum hK. The limiting case of the Frenkel exciton corresponds to bl=O, and the general excited state can be represented as a linear combination of excitation waves for all values of ~.8 In our previous study6 of the interaction between ion-pair exciton states and neutral exciton states, terms in (1) were kept corresponding to the hole and electron being localized on near-neighbor molecules.
For the case of small overlap, such as characterizes crystals of aromatic molecules (for both ground and excited states), it is usually assumed that the groundstate wavefunction is a product of free molecule wavefunctions. Correspondingly, the Hamiltonian operator is represented as a sum of free molecule Hamiltonians and an interaction operator, with the interaction assumed to be sufficiently small that the excited states of the crystal resemble those of the free molecule. Given these conditions, the determination of the eigenstates of the crystal reduces to the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix in the basis of the excited states of the free molecule.
Crystalline naphthalene has a monoclinic unit cell with space group C 2h 5 (two molecules per unit cell).9 For the fth excitation wave (with ~=O) it is readily found that, for K parallel to or perpendicular to the monoclinic axis,
where N is the number of unit cells, cjJn is the free molecule wavefunction for Molecule n, a is the antisymmetrizer which exchanges electrons between mol-I G. Wannier, Phys. Rev. 52, 191 (1937 ecules, the subscripts 1 (2) refer to the two distinguishable molecules in the unit cell, and R j is the vector to the jth unit cell. The elements of the energy matrix (3C-Xoo I=H) in the basis set X are given by (energy measured relative to the ground state) N + E{ J( Jnl, m/u±Jnl, m2fu) m=l where ~:wI is the excitation energy to the fth excited state and D is the environmental shift
In Eq. (7) Vn1,ma is the interaction between Molecules n1 and ma, and in Eqs. (6) and (7) the summation on m is over all unit cells and that on a over all molecules in a unit cell. The integrals Jnl,,,,/u are defined by while In the usual treatment 2 ,7 the matrix elements of V nm are expanded into a multipole series, where the n-poles are the transition n-poles.
III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
For the present analysis we take the molecular wavefunctions to be linear combinations of antisymmetrized products of molecular orbitals. In particular, we have used HUckel orbitals and Pariser3 semiempirical configuration-interaction molecular wavefunctions to represent all the states. The molecular wavefunctions are listed in Table 1 .
HUckel molecular orbitals for an alternant hydrocarbon are paired in the sense that there are two distinct sets of atoms (starred and unstarred) and each orbital has a twin which differs from the other only in that the HUckel coefficients of the starred atoms have changed sign. If one of the pair of orbitals has energy E with respect to the energetic center of gravity of all the orbitals, then the other orbital has energy -E.
There are three important singlet bands in the ultraviolet spectrum of naphthalene: They are listed in Table II where I and J refer to nuclei on Molecules k and 1, respectively, and i and j to electrons on Molecules k and l.
In previous applications of exciton theory to aromatic crystals2.6 the following procedure has usually been followed: (a) As already mentioned, a multipole expansion for the matrix elements of Vkl is introduced and truncated after only a few terms.
(b) The dipole terms in the above expansion are evaluated using the experimental oscillator strengths (obtained from solution spectra).
( A253,543 (1961) . agreement with experiment.) Moreover, the dipoledipole sums are usually computed only in the limit K=O and neglecting the retardation of the interaction.
In the present analysis a different procedure is employed. For molecules within a distance of 50 A from the molecule at the origin, the integrals are calculated using the above-mentioned 7!'-electron molecular wavefunctions; for molecules farther apart than 50 A, the multipole expansion is used and truncated after dipole terms. Although higher-order multipoles are of importance for the case of nearby molecules, these terms tend to zero quickly with increasing distance. It should be noticed that the dipole--dipole sum for K=O does not converge uniformly for an infinite volume and depends on the shape of the region. For this reason, it is necessary to compute the long-range interactions taking into account both the modulation introduced by the requirement of conservation of momentum, K=q (with q the wave vector of the photon) and the retardation of the interaction due to the finite velocity of light. broken up into a sum of integrals over atomic orbitals, e.g., (2) . (14) i,1,k,l Three-and four-center integrals were neglected. On the basis of past experience,H we feel that the multicenter terms will be relatively small. The carbon-atom wavefunction chosen was the best available SCF 2P7r function for the 3 P state of carbon.I 2 ,13 The integrals were carried out on an IBM 7094 and were calculated for all molecules within a sphere of approximately 60-A radius. The results of the calculation for equivalent and inequivalent molecules (for the p band) are displayed in Table III . The columns represent the results using HUckel functions, Pariser functions, and the dipoledipole approximation. Since the RUckel functions overestimate the transition dipole in the p state by a factor of 5! and the Pariser functions overestimate it by a factor of (2.5)!, we estimate the higher multipole contribution to the interaction energy by subtracting from the total integral calculation the interaction energy of the dipoles multiplied by the factor by which the wavefunctions used overestimate the dipole term (5 and 2.5, respectively). As is shown in Table III the differences (.1PA, .1 HU ) for the inequivalent molecules also scale by the same factors as do the dipole-dipole terms. Although the differences for the equivalent molecules do not scale in this manner, the Davydov splitting to first order does not depend on these sums. We, therefore, scale the entire integral result by this factor. For the (3 state, the results were reasonably independent of the wavefunction and so no scaling was performed [see Table III (b) J. This behavior of the {3 state is in agreement with previous work on anthracene. 6 The crystalfield mixing terms (i.e., JIg) were found in the same way for the 50-A sphere, again using the scaling procedure [see Table III (c) ]. The Kfg are zero in the HUckel approximation and in the dipole approximation. A detailed description has already been given of the method of evaluation of long-range dipole-dipole interactions; here we only state the assumptions used and the results of the calculation. We assume that the dipoles 50 A and farther away may be replaced by a density of dipoles, whereupon the summation is converted to an integration. Previous work 6b has shown that the use of a continuum density and the neglect of higher multipole interactions are good approximations. The results obtained are displayed in Table IV . Crystal-field mixing (the off -diagonal matrix elements) is extremely important, as was first pointed out by Fox and Yatsiv 14 and by Craig.I 5 We have calculated the off-diagonal matrix elements using the same procedure as for the diagonal matrix elements. The results are given in Tables III and IV. 
IV. RESULTS OF THE FIRST-ORDER COMPUTATION FOR THE a BAND
The a band remains unsplit in the approximation described in Sec. III. Therefore, the three-center integral contribution to the matrix elements for the a band was estimated. It is shown in Appendix I that, even if all three-center integrals are included, the diagonal element vanishes due to the pairing property of the molecular orbitals. For the off-diagonal elements, i.e., the mixing between a and other states, the pairing property shows that one-half of the terms will be zero (those in which the molecule with one center has the a excitation on it). The other half of these terms and all the four-center terms were estimated using the Mulliken approximation
These matrix elements are small (of order 10 cm-I ) and certainly cannot account for the splitting, but might conceivably account for the observed polarization ratio. It may be argued that including atomic overlap in the HUckel functions will destroy the pairing property and give some splitting in the a band. Such wavefunctions were calculated by Konijnenberg. 4 The calculated oscillator strength of the a band using a Ruckel-type function with overlap is 25 times larger than the experimental value (vapor). But it has been shown that the intensity of this band is largely due to the vibronic mixing of p state into the a state by a big vibration. (The a state is b3u ; b3uXblg=b2u which is the same symmetry as the p state.) In fact, Craig et al.I° report that the "true" electronic oscillator strength for the a state is 10% to 20% of the entire oscillator strength. Therefore, the oscillator strength calculated using the Konijnenberg wavefunction is of the order of 125 to 250 times too large, and the use of Wheland orbitals is inadequate. Using this as a scale factor in the same spirit as before, we find that the splitting of the a band (including crystal-field mixing) is of the order of a few ("-'5) cm-I • Even if the scale factor is much smaller (,,-,10-25) far used is inadequate to explain the splitting in the a band of naphthalene.
v. ROLE OF CHARGE-TRANSFER STATES
Ion-pair states may be constructed by removing an electron from one molecule and placing it on another. In previous work we have studied the mixing of these states into the triplet states of naphthalene and anthracene 6a and the mixing into the neutral singlet states of anthracene. 6b Since the basic theory has been outlined in the above references, we merely point out the feature peculiar to the a band.
As before, the matrix elements between the various charge-transfer states I i, j j =t= ) (where i is the position of the positive ion, j the position of the negative ion, and T refer to the symmetry properties of the wavefunction) are expressed as sums of the following types of integrals:
in which 1 R.) is a neutral excitation on Molecule i and I R .. , R; ) is an ion-pair state with positive ion at i and negative ion at j. Now, only near-neighbor interaction is important because of the extremely small overlap between molecular orbitals on different molecules and, moreover, only certain of the I i,jj =t= ) have different mixing coefficients for the -and + states. 1 a) ,
The first singlet state of naphthalene may be represented in the form and, therefore, 
Further breakdown of these terms into matrix elements involving molecular orbitals leads to the following relations (to order SO) :
i=l (32) and (to order SI) : i-I
(¢m&-7¢n O ! X! Rn+Rn-)-(¢m&-7¢nO! Rn+R n -) (¢m&-7¢nO ! JC! ¢m 6 -7 ¢n O )= (u n
These integrals were evaluated numerically, and are displayed in Tables V and VI. The energies of the charge-transfer states in naphthalene were approximated using classical considerations and have been reported elsewhere. 5a The states I 0, ~; ± ) and I~, 0; ±) are estimated to be at 4.4±0.5 eV from the ground state, while the states I 0, c+~; ±) and I c+~, 0; ±) are estimated to be 5.2±0.S eV from the ground state. These estimates place the charge-transfer states close to the a band (4.0 e V) . Therefore, instead of using perturbation theory, we have diagonalized the 7X7 energy matrices for the Au and Bu symmetries. In this calculation the energy of the charge-transfer state was used as a variable, always keeping the second pair of states 0.8 e V above the first pair of states.
VI. ION-PAIR-NEUTRAL EXCITON MIXING RESULTS
The results of the calculation of the matrix elements for mixing of charge-transfer states into the a and p exciton states are given in Tables V and VI, while the results of the diagonalization of the energy matrix and the percentages of a and p character in the relevant states are given in Fig. 1 and Table VII. The numerical results for the a, p, and f3 bands, assuming the lowest charge-transfer states to be 500 cm-1 above the a band, are given in Table VIII . The experimental results are also given in Table VIII .
We now calculate the polarization ratio of the a band from our results. The oscillator strength of the a band in the free molecule is approximately 0.001, but about 90% is vibronically induced, so that the Table I and the transition dipole calculated from them, the polarization ratio is easily obtained from
where the Cfi± are the coefficients of the ith state in the wavefunction of the fth state, and p/ is the transition moment of the ith state on one set of molecules.
The results of this calculation are given in Table IX . The polarization ratio is extremely sensitive to the actual transition moment of the a band and, in fact, I-iibl 7.
8. agreement between theory and experiment can be obtained by assuming that the oscillator strength represents 80% vibronically induced character and 20% "true" electronic character. As before,6b we have also carried through the analysis including the higher 71"-electron states listed in Table 1 . The results are not much different from those obtained with these states omitted (see Table IX ).
Note added in proof:
In the preceding we have described the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian in the strong coupling limit. To demonstrate that the results do not depend on the assumption of strong coupling, we have also carried out a sample diagonalization in the weak coupling limit. The results are as follows. When the ion-pair state is 300 cm-I above the neutral exciton state, the predicted Davydov splittings are 90 cm-I in the 0-0 band and 10 cm-I in the 0-1 band.
The corresponding values of P!(b/a) are 25 and 1. We therefore conclude that the mixing of ion-pair and neutral exciton states can account for the naphthalene spectrum in either the weak coupling or strong coupling limits.
In the vapor phase, the first singlet state (0:) of naphthalene has an interesting spectrum. IO There are three vibrational progressions observed: one is entirely an a g vibration, while the other two are ag progressions built on a bIg vibration. Since the lowest state of naphthalene is a Bau state, the addition of a bIg vibration transforms the total wavefunction to have symmetry b 2u , which symmetry is the same as that of the second excited state, thereby permitting vibronic mixing of the p (B 2u ) state into the 0: (B3u) state. We write the ground vibronic function of the 0: state (to zero order) as
" where the X,,(i) are vibrational wavefunctions of the uth symmetry (normal) coordinate with i quanta. Thus the progression built solely on ag vibrations may be derived from
" where only one normal coordinate is assumed to have changed from the ground-state vibronic wavefunction. Actually, of course, almost all the normal coordinates of the excited state are slightly changed from the ground state. This will reduce the calculated splittings, but we assume that only one normal mode changes substantially and that the effect of this will mask the effects of the other vibrations. The progression built Chern. Phys.41, 2057 (1964 . This is the total splitting in the entire vibronic band. The splitting in the 0-0 band is ISO crn-1 on a bIg vibration may be obtained from the wavefunction
where c is the mixing coefficient and may be estimated from the vapor spectrum. The reader should note that the charge-transfer state will mix into both wavefunctions. If we consider the mixing of the chargetransfer states into the <I>"'(b 3 .) state, we find for the B and C matrix elements (now including vibrational effects and denoted Bvibr, etc.) Thus the mixing of the crystal charge-transfer states of Au and Bu symmetry into the neutral exciton states of corresponding symmetry will be identical (or at most differ in sign), and thus the Davydov splitting in the transitions built on a big vibration will not be affected by presence of charge-transfer states. The magnitude of the splitting in these bands (built on a false origin) can be estimated in the following manner:
The coefficient of vibronic mixing may be estimated from the ratio of oscillator strengths of the a and p bands, i.e., c~(J", Ifp)l; since the oscillator strength of the a transition is 80% to 90% vibronically induced, we find c~1/10. Therefore, the entire Davydov splitting in the bands built on a big vibration will be given by c 2 Xp band splitting, which is 8 em-I. In the different vibrational components, we should then have a splitting of ",,2 em-I. We conclude that the progression built on the big vibrations should have a much smaller Davydov splitting than the progression built on the ag vibration, in agreement with the experimental data.
The above argument and the agreement it gives with experiment rest on the assumption that the charge-transfer state lies very close to the a state and above it. There is no evidence supporting this assumption. Crude estimates of the energy of the charge-transfer state put it in the vicinity of the a band in naphthalene, but it is impossible to go further at present. In the analysis presented above, the energy of the charge-transfer state was assumed to be a constant, independent of the nature of the vibrational state of the ions. We believe that the energy of the chargetransfer state should depend on the vibrational state of the ions. A dependence of this sort could arise as follows:
(a) Although both the ionization potential of the molecule and the electron affinity of the molecule are altered in a parallel fashion when the molecule is in an excited vibrational state, they may be altered by slightly different amounts, leading to a possible change in I -A of up to several hundred cm-I between the nonvibrating and vibrating molecules.
(b) Because all molecular vibrations are somewhat anharmonic, the mean atomic positions in the vibrating molecule differ slightly from those in the nonvibrating molecule. Examination of the various contributions to the energy of the charge-transfer state leads to the calculation that a 1 % change in bond lengths (and hence intermolecular distance) could lead to a change in energy of up to several hundred em-I.
(c) There are other miscellaneous small changes in molecular parameters between the nonvibrating and vibrating molecules which can lead to energy differences of a few hundred cm-I in the positions of the chargetransfer bands of the nonvibrating and vibrating molecules. For example, the intensity of the a band arises largely from the mixing in the p band by a bIg vibration. This suggests that the pol ariz ability of the molecule is slightly dependent on the vibrational state of the molecule.
We conclude from the analysis presented in the paper that a plausible interpretation can be given of the several sdlittings (large and small) and of the polarization ratios observed in the spectrum of crystalline naphthalene. Our treatment has been parametric in the sense that uncertainties in the location of the charge-transfer state and in the exact amount of vibronic character in the lowest free-molecule transition make a complete calculation of the spectrum impossible at the present time. The important question of whether the observed spectrum is better described in terms of octopole-octopole interactions, or through the use of ion-pair exciton state mixing can be definitely settled only by further experimentation. 
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For the case of Coulomb interactions, the matrix element of V mn over the orbitals Wi is (ij I kl), whereas for the exchange interactions it is (ill kj), again in the standard notation. For the particular case of threecenter terms, i=j or l=k. Now, for the paired orbitals under consideration (A3) whereupon all two-center and three-center terms vanish. For crystal-field mixing (off-diagonal terms), all twocenter integrals vanish, using the same reasoning as outlined above, and one-half of the three-center integrals also vanish. Thus, as indicated, the effect of crystalfield mixing is small for this state. Our conclusions are not affected by the use of configuration-interaction wavefunctions in place of Huckel functions. In an excellent scheme recently developed for evaluating the integral jft (rl)!2(r2)f, (r,)gl (rI2) g2 (r23) g, (r13) (dv) met in the calculation of correlated atomic wavefunctions, certain functions required in the computational scheme had to be evaluated by an infinite series expansion. As many as 40 terms may be needed in each of the three required infinite summations to get eight significant figures. We give a closed form expression for such functions avoiding all infinite sums. The new result is very compact and avoids the previous difficulty of numerical stability.
INTRODUCTION
AN excellent scheme for evaluating certain atomic .1:-l. integrals that have an explicit dependence on three interelectronic coordinates, e.g., r12, r13, and r23, in the integrand has been described by Ohm and N ordling.1 This is the most difficult integral in the calculation of correlated atomic wavefunctions for it contains the three interelectronic coordinates in a nonseparable way:
jfl (rl)f2 (r2)f3 (r3) gl (r12) g2(r23) g3(r13) (dv) . (1) This integral is expressed l as a rapidly convergent infinite series of other integrals. With the radial parts of the functions fieri) restricted to Slater-type orbitals and g(rij) to powers of the interelectronic distance, these latter integrals are expressed in terms of auxiliary functions V and W.l For certain arguments of these auxiliary functions their computational scheme includes three infinite sums requiring as many as 40 to 60 terms each to get eight significant figures in the answer. We remove this difficulty by giving a closed-form expression for such terms. This avoids problems of numerical stability. With a very special choice of the arguments of our functions we have found a known expression for a special case of a hypergeometric function that comes up in the study of multiple correlation coefficients in statistics.
2 Our results agree with available tabulations throughout.
THEORY AND RESULTS
To put our results in context we first need some of Ohm and Nordling's results. The simplest nontrivial type of integral [Eq. (l)J can be written, after decomposition of products of spherical harmonics, as a finite sum of integrals, Ihi/u.
I hi/"'= (47r)-fjfl(rl)h(r2)fs(ra) Yht(l) Yl(2) Y/'(3)
Xgl(r12) g2(r23) g3(r13) (dv) . (2) 2 Editorial appendix to a paper by J. Wishart, Biometrika 22, 362 (1930) .
